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The Petitioner seeks "U-1" nonimmigrant classification as a victim of qualifying criminal activity. 
See Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act) sections 101(a)(15)(U) and 214(p), 8 U.S.C. 
§§ 1101(a)(15)(U) and 1184(p). The U-1 classification affords nonimmigrant status to victims of 
certain crimes who assist authorities investigating or prosecuting the criminal activity. 

The Director, Vermont Service Center, denied the Form 1-918, Petition for U Nonimmigrant Status 
(U petition). The Director concluded that the U petition was not approvable because the record 
established the Petitioner's inadmissibility and the Petitioner's Form 1-192, Application for Advance 
Permission to Enter as Nonimmigrant (waiver application), requesting a waiver of the grounds of 
inadmissibility, had been denied for abandonment. 

The matter is now before us on appeal. On appeal, the Petitioner submits a statement and additional 
evidence related to his waiver application. The Petitioner claims the criminal documents he has 
submitted demonstrate that he merits approval of his U petition. 

Upon review, we will dismiss the appeal. 

I. LAW 

Section 212(d)(14) of the Act requires U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) _to 
determine whether any grounds of inadmissibility exist when adjudicating a U petition and provides 
USCIS with the authority to waive certain grounds of inadmissibility as a matter of discretion. A 
petitioner bears the burden of establishing that he or she is admissible to the United States or that any 
grounds of inadmissibility have been waived. See 8 C.F.R. § 214.1(a)(3)(i). 

For individuals seeking U J;IOnimmigrant status who are inadmissible to the United States, the 
regulations at 8 C.F.R. §§ 212.17, 214.14(c)(2)(iv) require the filing of a waiver application in 
conjunction with the U petition in order to waive any ground of inadmissibility. The regulation at 
8 C.F.R. § 212.17(b)(3) states, in pertinent part: "[t]here is no appeal of a decision to deny a waiver." 
As such, we do not have jurisdiction to review whether the Director properly denied the Form 1-192, 
and thus do not consider whether the Petitioner does or does not merit a waiver. We do have 
jurisdiction, however, to consider whether the Director was correct in finding the Petitioner 
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inadmissible to the United States in the first instance and, therefore, whether a waiver was required 
in the first instance. 

II. ANALYSIS 

As it relates to the Petitioner's waiver application, the Director issued a request for evidence (RFE), 
providing the Petitioner an opportunity to submit evidence of his criminal history based on 
fingerprint results, including arrest reports and court dispositions. The RFE also provided the 
Petitioner an opportunity to submit a personal statement along with "evidence to demonstrate that 
USCIS should exercise its discretion to approve ... [the] waiver." The Director denied the waiver 
application as abandoned, concluding that the Petitioner did not respond to the RFE. 

Our review of the record, as supplemented on appeal, is limited to whether or not the Petitioner is 
inadmissible and therefore requires a waiver of his ground(s) of inadmissibility before he can be 
granted U-1 nonimmigrant status. 1 Here we are unable to even reach this determination because the 
Petitioner did not respond to the Director's RFE and the Petitioner does not otherwise demonstrate 
error in the Director's denial of his waiver application. As we have no jurisdiction to consider the 
Director's decision on the Form I -192, we must dismiss the appeal. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In visa petition proceedings, it is the Petitioner's burden to establish eligibility for the imtiligration 
benefit sought. Section 291 ofthe Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1361; Matter ofOtiende, 26 I&N Dec. 127, 128 (BIA 
2013). Here, that burden has not been met. 

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. 
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1 Although the Petitioner indicates at part 3 of his Form I-2908, Notice of Appeal or Motion, that he is filing an appeal 

of the waiver application decision, he lists the receipt number for his U petition as the decision being appealed. 
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